Students struggle with campus security

Rally airs various views

can three presidential candidates compete for the same office without having a chance to yell at each other? Pete Evans thinks not.

Candidate for offices have been speaking at various meetings and forums since active campaigning began on Monday.

Laura Lampson, All secretary candidate, said, "My responsibilities are to the president and vice president. There are a lot of inefficiencies and we can't just sit around, we must get involved in the platform."

Max Beover, also running for All secretary, is running for a ticket that he believes is limited to secretarial work. "I'm concerned with the students getting what they've come here for, an education."

The candidates for All president were saved until last. Paul Tokunaga stated his platform as "administration." He said he is concerned with the students getting what they've come here for, an education.

The current All president, Pete Evans, came forward with a statement in his platform that surprised the 180 people there. "I have changed my mind on athletics," he said. "Athletics is a necessary program and I will not cut the unnecessary fat."

Steve Favel, one of the organizers of the rally, stated that student government shouldn't be concerned with abortion or war, then went on to (Continued on page 4)

State anti-air war ballot pushed

by EVAN DAVIS

Anti-war factions are making a statewide effort to get the Air War Vote Initiative on the California ballot.

It would mean that the state is dedicated to resisting the contribution of men, resources and money to the war in Southeast Asia. According to Ted Friend, a coordinator of the initiative drive for Southern California, of course, the state supreme court overturned it, but said, "I saw what the voters thought," and no politician can now walk into a room without being concerned about the vote."

The air-war movement is a reaction against Nixon's Vietnam policy of turning down ground troop support while at the same time, increasing the bombing. To put it another way, "Nixon is just hiding the war from the public, letting them think the war is slowing down, while all that's happening is美军 and American's are being killed in Vietnam," said.

Accompanied by the local (Continued on page 6)

GSU receives legal approval

by STEVEN RUGONITZ

The All Bylaws for the Gay Student Union (GSU) were approved by the Student Judiciary in its first meeting of the quarter last Tuesday night.

The bylaws case was referred to the Student Judiciary for review by SAC. Because the GSU was the bylaws committee, it was Robert Christiansen with Ray DeCroote, Chairman of the GSU and Bylaws Committee, as a representative.

Disenrollment within the membership was the main concern brought out by Howard Sadager, As Council Representative. Sadager claimed that the GSU bylaws were discriminatory in that they only allowed homosexsuals to be elected or not he plans to put out a newsletter to inform students

The bylaws ease was referred to the local (Continued on page 6)
Editor:

There are many rumors circulating around campus about the new Student Alliance to intercollegiate athletics. This rumor needs much discussion. It seems that any program receiving large sums of student money should be closely evaluated. Let us examine athletics in this light. Intercollegiate athletics receives over one-third of all AISI subsidy. It returns only a little over half of all dollars spent.

Under current policy, it has little hope of changing this situation. The new addition to Mustang VIUdium will not increase athletic revenues because the money derived from admissions to those seats will go to pay for an additional loan on them which was necessitated by a $88,000 underestimate of cost.

If we look at how other campus groups have met this kind of situation, there is some hope. FVllia committee has shown that many people are willing to pay for a reserved seat and the privilege of having a good seat without a long wait. It would seem reasonable that a seat bought for admission to SFVLA would be worth more than a seat in the stands.

SFVLA feels that as long as there is strong student support for athletics, then we should have strong student support for SFVLA.

However, if it is possible to have a more self-supporting and thereby release funds for the many other student groups that also exist, then this step should be taken.

Steve Legaret

---

Evans surprises reader

On many occasions it was necessary to present proposals to the school board for approval, and along with one woman member, Mr. Brophy was the most conservative and broadminded member of the board. His constant actions in support of student government and improved quality of education were a credit to the district.

You printed an Education Codes stipulation, and stated that Mr. Brophy was the president of the school board.

Mike Seaton

---

Reader likes new trustee

On the morning of April 17, 1972, at approximately 11:15 a.m. there were many North Mountain residents who were remarkably surprised to meet the four of us, and hear what the five of us have to say.

It took alot of time and effort to put this thing together and to get the legislation passed.

By using some of these sessions our chance to present an article for Tuesday's paper. I made one of the speeches to the students of the School of Engineering and Technology in an assembly on this subject and here is what the five of us have to say.

Thanks as an any questions concerning our involvement or whatever.

It's your last chance and realize your only chance to find out what the five of us are all about. As of right now, you really don't have much about us.

Place: Anaheim High at 11 a.m.

Ray Bighetti

---

Evans surprises reader

Candidates not in the middle

For the freedom of Baggett and Jones, a bare majority of registered voters are necessary to carry conviction that such leadership is unacceptable for our student body.

Jim Paseley

---

Experience is vital to voting

In intramural athletics a character is developed which is able to cope with competition. This character is able to make an all out effort, fail, and come back and try again. This character is a person who recognizes that there is someone a little better but doesn't give up because of it. This character is desired by potential employers because this is the sort of competition that is found outside our tiny little campus in the terrible world called life.

Gary DeVal

---

Air War Vote petitions aim for November ballot

I urge you to vote in April N and May. Vote for the change which can continue rather than be stopped.

Gary Parish

---

Editor:

The forefront of Baggett and Jones is a bare majority of registered voters is necessary to carry conviction that such leadership is unacceptable for our student body.

Jim Paseley

---
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Forums are sponsored for campaign speeches

Debates and forums for candidates continue as the election date for ABI offices and representatives draws nearer.

Architectural and environmental design students will have a chance to hear not only the music of Spain, but also the platform of Jon Harrison, Brad Issacson and Michael Meiling (left) running for the two architecture and environmental design seats on Student Affairs Council.

But that isn’t me,” was the response of one of the candidates when he saw what was happening to him on Wednesday’s Mustang Daily. Take a second look—it’s Jon Harrison, Brad Issacson and Michael Meiling (left) running for the two architectural and environmental design seats on Student Affairs Council.

Salt Lick set for Poly Royal

Salt Lick, a group including former members of Cold Blood, will provide the music for the Saturday night dance and will also give a free, preview performance during College Hour today in the CU Plaza.

Admission to the dance is $1 for each student and $1.10 for couples.

Chalk one up for SRA team

Chalk one up for a Poly Royal team meeting on Quick City

Quick City is an instant community that will be constructed from May 18 to 21 at California Institute of the Arts in Valencia, just north of Los Angeles.

For anyone interested in contributing information in any of these or related areas, a meeting will be held from 1 to 3 p.m. today in Ag Ed 111. Slides will be shown of the area and a synoptic session will be run to organize the information.

Vote for those who care

Editor:

Monday night I went to an assembly to hear all the ABI candidates talk. I was surprised at the extremely small turnout, especially after advertisements on KERP and in the Mustang Daily. Up to now I had been one of those students not involved in what was going on in student government. But after last year I found more people trying to let me know what was going on, more people involved with wanting my support, more people wanting my opinion. I couldn’t help but feel involved.

I felt it was my duty to find out what students want to represent me this coming year, and to choose a candidate and support him. Vote for those who have earned enough to let you know how they feel. They have been involved—I believe they will stay involved.

VOTE!

Male silence is not golden

Editor:

The feminist movement at Cal Poly is a promising sign of the growing concern for women’s rights. I agree with the movement, but I think the group is missing their own point when they regard the audible participation of men as this week’s meetings. To say men may exist and not express a vocal opinion is doing the same thing towards women as they did last year. I found more people trying to let me know what was happening in student government. But after last year I found more people trying to let me know what was going on, more people involved with wanting my support, more people wanting my opinion. I couldn’t help but feel involved.

I felt it was my duty to find out what students want to represent me this coming year, and to choose a candidate and support him. Vote for those who have earned enough to let you know how they feel. They have been involved—I believe they will stay involved.

VOTE!

Golf

It is an exaggeration to call the Cal Poly Administration a branch of California Government. That government often claims the power to disregard many of our basic rights, because it is the government. It will conclude nothing without a struggle. Find out what students will submit to, and you have the exact amount of administrative over-rule that is prescribed by what we will put up with, and little else. We don’t need ABI officers who will be CO-OPED OUT. The Student Rights Alliance wants to unite a strong, passionate, active, moral, non-violent resistance to Administrative Over-rule. If you vote for our SRA team, you aren’t just electing a student-establishment; you are re-endorsing a new kind of government. You are part of that Consciousness. Elect Pete Evans, President; Jim Peterson, Vice President; Tom Shorter, Secretary. For more details, look over our literature.
Anti-war rallies called

On April 22 in Los Angeles and New York, there will be peaceful legal demonstrations. The demonstrations will call for an immediate, total, unconditional withdrawal of all U.S. forces and materials from Southeast Asia and an immediate halt to the bombing. These demonstrations have been called by the National Peace Action Coalition, and the Student Mobilization Committee to End the War in Southeast Asia (SMC).

The demonstrations this Saturday, have been designated as an emergency response to the recent U.S. escalation of the air war. Literature has been sent to colleges across the U.S. to publicize both marches, and disclaim President Nixon's winding-down policy in North Vietnam. An example of such material is titled "An Open Letter to American Students." It was students who organized the first mass marches which have involved other sections of society in active opposition to the war. Today, 60 percent of the American people believe that the war is immoral—in large measure because of the work of the student antiewar movement.

The only thing that stands between majority antiwar sentiment and majority antiwar action is a lie—the lie that the war is winding down. The facts are that the bombing is heavier than ever before and Nixon plans to leave a residual force of American GI's in Vietnam indefinitely.

In the first three months of 1972, Nixon has sent more bombing raids against North Vietnam than in all 1971. Background for the marches came from a National Student Antiewar Conference in New York City held last February. The conference was hosted by SMC and over 1000 antiwar activists from 30 states attended. After two days of political debate the conference delegates voted overwhelmingly to endorse the call for mass demonstrations on April 22 in New York and Los Angeles.

"By endorsing this proposal participants in the conference reaffirmed the SMC's position that the war is not over; indeed, the air war is at an all time high, and that massive peaceful action is the best strategy for getting all the troops, planes, bombs, and war matériel out now," said an SMC spokesman.

Speaker says fortune "terrible" in Dark Ages

Fortune was a terrible thing to people in the Middle Ages and, according to a campus English professor, the Boethian 'Consolation of Philosophy' was a great source of comfort to these people and in future generations.

Dr. Robert J. Huot, the fifth in a series of eight speakers honoring the Frank V. de Bellis Collection, spoke on "Boethius and His Influence" in the College Union Monday evening.

Boethius, a 6th century Roman era philosopher, was troubled by similar questions that arise today: Who rules the universe? Why do evil and suffering exist? What is truth? What is happiness? If God is omniscient, how much free will do we have? These are questions that the distressed Boethius attempted to deal with through the help of Lady Philosophy.

In previous years the campus did not commit, and later improvised and executed, the young philosophy must have undergone a great deal of confusion in deriving his "Consolation," said Dr. Huot.

Besides playing an important part in the development of the philosophy of Boethius the Boethian concept of the wheel of fortune greatly influenced the works of Dante, Boccaccio, Shakespeare, and Chaucer.

Ideas chosen for float theme

The Rose Parade Float Committee met Monday to decide on the three final float entries which were submitted to the Theme Contest from this college for entry in next year's Tournament of Roses Parade.

Three themes are annually selected to be entered in the Design Contest from this and the Pomona campus. The final decision will be made following the end of the Design Contest, May 19.

This year's entries are: "Fantasia," "Noah's Ark," "Willy Wonka and The Chocolate Factory," "Those Magnificent Men and Their Flying Machine," "It Happens Every Spring," and "It's A Dog's Life.

The ideas were chosen in coordination with "Movie Memories," the theme of next year's Tournament of Roses Parade.

Astronauts seek clues

Young and Charles M. Duke Jr., are roaming the lunar surface. A 5-minute, 15-second firing of the main rocket engine lifted the moon and the moon was aimed at braking the astronaut's orbit to an orbit of 47 to 117 miles above the moon. A second firing later in the evening would put them even closer to the lunar surface within 12 miles of the lunar surface.

Young and Duke are to land at 8-11 EST Thursday to begin a record 3 hours of exploration in three days outside their tastefully landing module, Orion. In America's 50th and most 40-foot-long scheduled manned visit to the moon.

On a remote plateau north of the giant Descartes crater, just south of the lunar equator, they plan to set up another scientific station, examine nearby volcanic craters and mountain slopes, take the first ultraviolet photographs of distant stars and galaxies, and gather 180 pounds of rocks and soil to return to Earth.

Shortly after Apollo 16's temporary landing they launched the second stage of the Saturn V rocket to drive them back to the moon. With the explosion force of 11 tons of TNT to aid the shock wave, picked up by seismometers left by the Apollo 15, 16 and 17 missions, would yield new, more precise information about the deep interior of the moon.
Hey there—

Just want to tell ya that we’re having our grand re-opening tonite...
I’m inviting you all up tonite for some bannana nut bread & some apple cider.

Also we’re having a sale too.
Leather purses will be $10.00 & belts $7.00. So come on up Today or Tonite, we’ll be open till midnite,
Share some bread & cider with us.

TH. KASSEBAUM

P.S.—
If you haven’t done it, do it,
Register to vote and sign the California Marijuana Initiative.

Thanks
Cultivate your own pot and get your nails dirty

An excellent release!

No chance to get potted, but a good opportunity to get clay under your nails will be offered by the Pottery Club. Pottery II, the Pottery Club's second annual ceramics show, will be presented in the College Union April 21 through May 2. This year's program will be open to all ceramics potters in the United States, students and professionals. Award moneys will total $3,000 in prizes.

Well known ceramicist, Paul Beldin, will judge the show. Beldin is a professor of art at Scripps College in Claremont. According to Rick Mace, who is coordinating much of the preshow activity, over 5,000 entry blanks have been requested from all over the United States. The reason the show has been so well received by the potters nation, Rick believes, is due to the "fantastic showing" last year at Pottery I.

"This is the biggest thing happening in pottery on the West Coast and possibly the nation," said Roger Balsey, art instructor at this college.

An opening reception and presentation of awards is scheduled in the College Union on April 21, from 8 to 10 p.m. All are invited to attend. No admission will be charged.

Air-war intiative effort...

(Continued from page 1)

student-coordinator of the drive, Tom Prince (no relation), the visitor was direct and articulate in expressing his feelings about the initiative during the interview.

"The biggest job is to reach middle America (middle-class and middle-aged). They need to know that the war is run by the administration, the armaments manufacturers, American plants and the Vietnamese—and it’s still going. Things aren’t slowing down, that’s a deception."

As he sees it, the "national security" restrictions on war information are just a protection of the government’s image to the people. The Pentagon Papers revealed that, said Prince, and "the new re-information policy on bombing" is just another example.

"We’re organizing the initiative so people will have a choice in the matter—in this country the initiative is the best thing to democracy the people have."

In a philosophical tone he commented that people need to face the reality of war. "America has reached a dangerous state of removing much of the unpleasantness from killing."

If you did not win but would still like to join or ask questions contact: Steve Vines 843-7840

Alliance pushes petition

The Coastal Bill sponsored by the California Coastal Alliance to pass in 1973. In 1971 a million and a half people from over a hundred organizations sponsored AB 1471. 1971 passed the Assembly by a 60-25 vote, but expired for lack of 'vote in the Senate Natural Resources Committee. While there is still reason to "Save Our Coast", the Alliance is going to the people for support. AB 300 and SB 180 go on the November ballot if 500,000 signatures are collected. Petitions are now being circulated by Ecology Action member in the CU Union and at the Network tonight. The bill will affect the California coast from Kuyavia to Tijuana. This regional coastal commission will regulate land use until 1978, when they will submit a general plan for coastal use to the Legislature. Development will be prohibited without a permit issued by the Commission.

Conservation groups, sports clubs, students, civic groups, all labor organizations have supported balanced land and marine management. Yet over the years, for three consecutive years, the Legislature has declined to pass a substantive bill for coastal protection.

For information or to volunteer contact: Carol Bodine 844-878 Jim Weitzel at 844-7911, or Ecology Action. Two important points: when you sign for petition, sign your full legal name, and spell out San Luis Obispo, or the petition will be invalid.

1st • Glenn Rams
2nd • Georgette Jones
3rd • Norman Wilson

Mustang Flying Assc. Winners

Winners

Mustang Flying Assc. thanks All Who participated in our drawing.

If you did not win but would still like to join or ask questions contact Steve Vines 843-7840

1st • Glenn Rams
2nd • Georgette Jones
3rd • Norman Wilson

Mustang Flying Assc. thanks All Who participated in our drawing.

If you did not win but would still like to join or ask questions contact

Steve Vines 843-7840

Why Pay More?

Discount is our Business

10 SPEED TO BE GIVEN AWAY FREE
TO CELEBRATE OUR OPENING
CAMPANIA-MERCIER
WINDSOR-ASUKI
CAMPAGNOLO
pedaler's pantry
777 FOOTHILL AT BROAD
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY

Roy's Sav Mor
1101 Laurel Lane

SUPER BLEND GASOLINE
28.9c per gallon

Oil at discount prices
Mechanic on Duty
foreign and domestic
cars

Why Pay More?
Discount is our Business

An excellent release!
A beam of steel reinforcing bars is woven by craftsmen to form the reactor containment structure of PG&E's nuclear power plant under construction at Diablo Canyon. The plant's two units, each capable of generating 1,040,000 kilowatts, will cost more than $600 million, exclusive of switching and transmission facilities. The project, employing more than 1,300 persons, is the third largest of its kind in the state.

Top US executives get big pay hike

by WILLIAM B. MEAD
Washington (UPI) — The government Wednesday challenged as deceptive the advertising claims that have made such products as Bayer Aspirin, Anacin, Bufferin, and Excedrin a familiar part of television fare.

The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) proposed a ban on the allegedly misleading claims and said the companies should spend a fourth of their advertising money for two years on commercials criticizing the errors of past claims.

Companies cited were American Home Products, Anacin and Arthritis Pain Formula; Bristol-Meyers, Bufferin, Excedrin, and Excedrin PM; and Sterling Drug's Bayer Aspirin, Bayer Children's Aspirin, Cap, Vanquish, and Midol.

Robert Pitofsky, FTC director of consumer protection, said the three firms spent $80 million advertising the 15 products last year and share two-thirds of the $800 million analgesic market.

In general the FTC said all the products depend on aspirin content in small doses and have proved that other ingredients make much differences, if any.

Bayer was challenged for claiming its aspirin is superior to other aspirins.

Pitofsky said the FTC did not question the fact that analgesics relieve headaches and other pains, but rather the claims that one product is better than another.

The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) simultaneously released reports by the National Academy of Sciences—National Research Council (NAS-NRC) which included 58 claims made by 14 analgesics.

The NAS-NRC judged products effective for 1 of the 58 claims, "possibly effective" for 1, "possibly ineffective" for 1 other, and effective but with certain reservations for the remaining 56.

The FTC also said that advertising everywhere has failed to support claims that nervous tension is eased by Bayer Aspirin, Anacin, Bufferin, Excedrin, Excedrin PM, Cap, or Midol. Contrary to claims, the FTC said, science doesn't indicate that aspirins will enable persons to cope with the ordinary stresses of everyday life.

Bristol-Meyers and Sterling Drug issued statements denying the FTC allegation and claiming their ads were truthful.
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Angela's attorneys ask love letters be barred

San Juan, Calif. (UPI)—Angela Davis' attorneys Wednesday asked the court to bar her husband, law school professor at San Francisco State University, from court proceedings because of his previous support of the Black Panthers.

A motion to bar the man was filed by attorneys for Angela and Howard Waters, who were married in 1968.

Harold B. Greene, chairman of FTC, again was the highest paid executive at $261,484 followed by Henry Ford II at $288,000 and Ford President Lee Iacocca at $277,000.

Legal Forums

- model lease
- rental referral
- dorm reform
- cleaning deposits
- house plant
CCAA tennis tourney here today

BY KEITH ELDIDGE

Conference play resumes for the Mustang tennis team as they host the second in a series of three round robin tennis matches today through Saturday.

The locals are riding in the second position of the California Collegiate Athletic Association behind league leading San Fernando Valley State. The Mustangs last lost to the Vikings 4-2 in the first match-up at San Fernando two weeks ago.

Valley State’s record stands at 5-0 while the home netters have a 3-1 record. Cal State Fullerton holds down third place with a slate of 1-3 and UC Riverside is fourth at 0-3.

Cal Poly Pomona is competing on an unofficial basis as tennis was one of the sports dropped by their athletic department last fall. The players have continued on their own.

The Mustangs top three players are among the ranks of the underdog in the league. Arroyo Grande sophomore Dan Lambert, Santa Clara senior Tom Martin and San Pedro senior Kent Coble all have 3-0 records in singles.

The other three team members have one loss to soil their slate. Monterey junior Harold Ernst, Sunnyside junior Dennis Bufton, and Stockton junior Dick Leduc have records of 1-1.

The doubles team of Lambert and Martin along with Coble and Kent Coble are among the ranks of the undefeated in the league.

"We’ve worked quite a bit with our partners lately. We haven’t been doing quite enough in the past," he added.

Lambert and his teammates were leading Valley State 4-2 going into the doubles play in the first round. Rubin. They only needed to win one in the doubles match to be in first place, but failed.

"We are a much better team than Valley," said Martin, "and they know it."

The Mustangs head into their second league encounter after a 4-2 win over Pepperdine College here Monday. This was only the seventh setback in 29 tries for Pepperdine this season.

"They’ve only lost to some real tough teams," said Mustang tennis coach Ed Jorgenson. This was the locals’ third loss in 13 try's in the season.

The Westmont match scheduled for last Tuesday was cancelled and will not be rescheduled. "I’m glad that we didn’t have to play Tuesday because we need all the rest we can get in preparation for today," said Jorgenson.

"This time, there is no chance that we can catch them," said Jorgenson in reference to Valley State. "They’re not out to take second place. It’s either first place or nothing at all," he added.

Today’s pairings at 10 a.m. — Mustangs vs. Cal Poly Pomona; Valley State vs. UC Riverside.

Friday’s pairings at 1 p.m. — Cal State Fullerton vs. UC Riverside; Mustangs vs. Cal Poly Pomona vs. Valley State.

Saturday’s pairings at 1 p.m. — Cal State Fullerton vs. Valley State; Mustangs vs. UC Riverside.

Students are invited to attend any or all of the matches free of charge.

---

**MUSTANG CLASSIFIEDS**

---

**Rodeo team finally loses after seven straight wins**

Breaking its seven rodeo winning streak, the rodeo team lost its first contest last weekend in Reno. Although the loss was disappointing, the team’s standings in the West Coast Regional remain unchanged. The locals led every event by a wide margin.

The primary cause of the loss last weekend, according to team advisor Bill Gilford, was the riders draw of rough stock. The young Hollywood hopefuls and heroes that the cowboys drew were rank and a young bulls and horaea that the locals lead every event by a wide margin.

"I’m glad we’re receiving such good competition from Hartnell Junior College," Gilford stated. "The rougher the competition, the better we’ll do at the finals." Hartnell has been the only team to beat the Mustangs so far this year.

The team is now setting its sights for Flagstaff this weekend. The team roster will change for this rodeo in the form of junior Jim Allerd taking over Rusty Parton’s team position. Lindsay Motley will serve as the alternate.

The results from last weekend’s competition are as follows:


Women’s team 1: Yavapai-322 points; 2: Mesquite-140 points; 3: University of Arizona-118 points.

All-around man 1: Cliff Happy-Hartnell; 2: Jim Roser-Cal Poly; 3: Larry Ferguson-Yavapai.


Announcements

The 2004 District 26-3A schedule Into, yeuih lere cardi

**SLO AUTHORITY**

**STELLA MOTOBECANE PEUGEOT OLMO**

---

**Lampoon gives ‘worst movie’**

(UPI) — "A Clockwork Orange" was listed Wednesday as "Worst Movie of the Year" by the Harvard Lampoon, the nation's oldest college humor magazine, with Jack Nicholson and Candice Bergen named as worst actor and actress.

**Awards**

**Motions Pictures**


Director 1: Roman Polanski; 2: Martin Scorsese; 3: Stanley Kubrick; 4: Howard Hawks; 5: Sergio Leone.


Actress in a Supporting Role 1: Susan Seaforth Hayes; 2: Dominique Dunaway; 3: Mariette Hartley; 4: Faye Dunaway; 5: Jane Fonda.

Academy Award winner: "A Clockwork Orange".